
Every year brings its share of surprises. But how 
many of us could have imagined that 2016 would see 
the Chicago Cubs win the World Series, Bob Dylan 
receive the Nobel Prize in Literature, Donald Trump 
elected president, and the Dow Jones Industrial 
Average close out the year a whisker away from 
20,000? 

The answer is very few—a lesson that investors 
would be wise to remember. 

At year-end 2015, financial optimists seemed in 
short supply. Not one of the nine investment 
strategists participating in the January 2016 
Barron’s Roundtable expected an above-average year 
for stocks. Six expected US market returns to be flat 
or negative, while the remaining three predicted 
returns in single digits at best. Prospects for global 
markets appeared no better, according to this group, 
and two panelists were sufficiently gloomy to 
recommend shorting exchange-traded emerging 
markets index funds.1 

Results in early January 2016 appeared to confirm 
the pessimists’ viewpoint as markets fell sharply 
around the world; the S&P 500 Index fell 8% over 
the first 10 trading sessions alone. The 8.3% loss for 
the Dow Jones Industrial Average over this period 
was the biggest such drop throughout the 120-year 
history of that index.2 For fans of the so-called 
January Indicator, the outlook was grim. 

Then things seemingly got worse. 

Oil prices fell sharply. Worries about an economic 
debacle in China re-entered the news cycle. Stock 
markets in France, Japan, and the UK registered 
losses of more than 20% from their previous peaks, 
one customary measure of a bear market.3 Plunging 
share prices for leading banks had many observers 
worried that another financial crisis was brewing. As 
US stock prices fell for a fifth consecutive day on 
February 11, shares of the five largest US banks 
slumped nearly 5%, down 23% for 2016.
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The Wall Street Journal reported the following day 
that “bank stocks led an intensifying rout in 
financial markets.”4 A USA Today journalist 
observed that “The persistent pounding global stock 
markets are taking seems to be taking on a more 
sinister tone and more dangerous phase, with 
emotions and fear taking on a bigger role in the rout, 
investors questioning the ability of the world’s 
central bankers to calm the market’s frayed nerves, 
and a volatile environment in which selling begets 
more selling.”5 

February 11 marked the low for the year for the US 
stock market. While prices eventually recovered, as 
late as June 28 the S&P 500 was still showing a loss 
for the year. Meanwhile, a number of well-regarded 
professional investors argued that the next 
downturn was fast approaching. One prominent 
activist in May predicted a “day of reckoning” for the 
US stock market, while another reportedly urged his 
fellow hedge fund managers at a conference to “get 
out of the stock market.” A third disclosed in August 
a doubling of his bearish bet on the S&P 500.6 

Throughout the year, some observers fretted over 
the pace of the economic recovery. The New York 
Times reported in July that “Weighed down by 
anemic business spending, overstocked factories and 
warehouses, and a surprisingly weak housing sector, 
the American economy barely improved this spring 
after its usual winter doldrums.”7 

Despite all of this noise, the S&P 500 returned 
11.9% for the year and international stocks8 
returned 4.4% for US dollar investors (6.9% in local 
currency9). In the US market, small cap stocks 
outperformed large cap stocks and value stocks 
outperformed growth stocks. Over 2016, the US 
small cap premium marked the seventh highest 
annual return difference since 1979 when measured 
by the Russell 2000 Index minus Russell 1000 Index. 
Most of the performance for small caps came in the 
last two months of the year, after the US election on 
November 8 helping to illustrate just how difficult it 
is to outguess market prices. Through October, US 
small cap stocks had outpaced large company stocks 
for the year by only 0.35%. By year-end, the small 
cap premium had increased to 9.25%, as shown 
below. 

US value stocks outperformed growth stocks by 
11.0% following an extended period of 
underperformance. Over the five-year rolling period, 
the value premium, as measured by the Russell 3000 
Value Index minus Russell 3000 Growth Index, 
moved from negative in 2015 to positive in 2016. 

Many investors did not expect stocks to deliver 
positive returns in such a tumultuous year. This 
turnaround story highlights the importance of 
diversifying across asset classes and markets, as 
well as staying disciplined despite uncertainty. Once 
again, a simple strategy of embracing sensible asset 
allocation and broad diversification was likely less 
frustrating than fretting over portfolio changes in 
response to news events. 

Consider that global markets are extraordinarily 
efficient information-processing machines that 
incorporate news and expectations into prices. 
Investors are well served by staying the course with 
an asset allocation that reflects their needs, risk 
preferences, and objectives. This helps investors 
weather uncertainty in all of its forms. Eugene Fama 
reminds us: 

“If three or five years of returns are going to change 
your mind [on an investment], you shouldn’t have 
been there to begin with.” ―Eugene Fama 
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